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Prof. Sam Palerno 

Problem l (50 points) 

Ar 

A differential ring oscillator is shown below. Assume that all transistors are operating in saturation with 

,=o and you can ignore any transistor device capacitors. Assume that C=100fF and use the following 

NMOS parameters KPN=LCN-600uA/V, VIN=0.35V, AN=0V-! 

b) What is the oscillation frequency? 
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a) Assume that for M2 and M3 that W»/L = W/L. Determine the sizes (W/L) of M2 and M3 to 

achieve oscillation. 
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Prof. Sam Palcrnmo 

Problem 2 (50 points) 
Assume that the limiting amplifier below consists of cascaded identical single-pole amplifier 
stages, vith gain Ays and bandwidth o3dBs. 
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M 

so,I = 1.63 

a) Design the limiting amplifier to achieve a 34dB total gain and 20GHZ total bandwidth with 
the minimum per-stage gain-bandwidth product. Give the stage nunmber and the per-stage 
gain and bandwidth. Also compute the per-stage gain-bandwidth product. 
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b) Assume that the simple differential amplifier stage shown below can only achieve a 
maximum GBW,-70GHZ. Propose a change to the stage design below to achieve the 
required GBW, from part (a). 
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